Existing Anchorage Verification Form

Bolt Circle Diameter
(Measured center bolt to center bolt diagonally)

Bolt Circle = _______”

Bolt Square = _______”

Bolt Circle Diameter
(Measured center bolt to center bolt at 90 degrees)

Anchor Bolt Projection = _______”

Anchor Bolt Diameter = _______”

*All measurements must be provided.

NOTE: STEEL POLES require 2 anchor nuts per bolt. Absolute minimum anchor bolt projection for .76” diameter bolts is 3.25”. This is NOT the recommended projection. Consult Lithonia Lighting Technical Support.

Absolute minimum anchor bolt projection from 1.0” diameter bolts is 3.76”. This is NOT the recommended projection. Consult Lithonia Lighting Technical Support.

Job Name: ________________________________ Measured By: ________________________________

Location: ________________________________ Order #: ________________________________